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hello
It’s the chilly season where I come from, so I can’t get
enough handmade accessories for my neck!
The Purl Highlight Cowl is a simple pattern, with a simple
texture, designed specifically to show off that pretty
hand dyed yarn in your stash. It whips up in a jiffy and is
a great project for beginner knitters, so make one or
make ten in all different colors.
Bring it on, winter!

gather your supplies
Yarn:

280 yards Aran weight or a light bulky weight yarn (#5)
More information about the yarn used for this design can be found on page [].

Needles:

US 8 (5mm) 24” circular needles OR size needed to obtain gauge

Other:

Tapestry needle, scissors, stitch marker

Optional:

branding tag (see more information about finishing details on pg 5.)
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gauge & sizing

16 sts and 27 rows = 4”
Finished size of cowl is 11.5” x 16”

disclaimer
Because this is a free pattern, it has not been rigorously
tested or professionally edited prior to its availability on my
website. Please feel free to contact me and let me know if
you discover errors, or have any questions. I take pride in
offering free, clear to follow patterns, and always welcome
your feedback.

abbreviations
k2p2 knit 2, purl 2
k
knit

st
p

stitch
purl
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pattern

cast on 120 stitches
Place a stitch marker between first and last stitch in the
round, and join in the round without twisting stitches.

Section 1: k2p2 for 8 rounds
Section 2: k all sts for 10 rounds
Section 3: p all sts for 1 round
**Alternate Sections 2 and 3 for a total of four more times – you will end on a purl round
Section 4: Repeat Section 2
Section 5: Repeat section 1
Bind off, and weave in all ends
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finishing details
BLOCKING:
I wet blocked my cowl after it was finished to give it a
nice straight shape. Soak it in a bath of luke warm
water and your favorite wool wash for 20 minutes,
press dry in a towel, then pin and shape it on your
blocking mat and let it dry completely.
ADD A TAG:
Use a branding tag, or a small piece of faux leather
on the bottom edge of your cowl to give it a finished
look.
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about the yarn
The colorful yarn used to make the Purl Highlight Cowl is from my
own collection of hand dyed yarns, which you can purchase at
my website:

www.doverstreetsupplyco.com
Colorway used for this project:
Bundle Up – Limited Edition Tweed
To learn more about these yarns, to get information about shop
updates, or to see some behind the scenes images and videos
from the dye studio, follow our instagram:

@doverstreetsupplyco
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The End

** Please do not edit, reproduce, or sell this pattern.
You may sell items made from this pattern, a credit
back to my website or instagram feed is always
appreciated!

thank you

Thank you so much for your support of my patterns
and designs. If you make something from this
pattern, I’d love to see it! Message or tag me in the
following places:

www.stuffstephmakes.com

@steph.lewis

thestuffstephmakes@gmail.com
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